Welcome to the 2014 Year in Review. We are extremely proud of the work we do throughout Summa Health on a daily basis and know that in many ways – large and small – we are making a difference in the lives of those we serve.

The brief videos that you see here help us tell just a few of the stories that make Summa such a special place; they’re the stories that demonstrate how we make a difference. We made a number of significant strides in 2014 and know that our focus on Population Health and Accountable Care will guide us well into the future. You can learn more about those initiatives here.

You can also see firsthand how our outstanding nurses and doctors go above-and-beyond. From breakthrough radiation therapy technology for our cancer patients to the gentle touch demonstrated by nurses knitting special hats for our newborns, Summa Health truly does “specialize in you.”

Thank you for your interest in Summa Health. We sincerely appreciate you and wish you and your family the happiest – and healthiest – of years ahead.

SUBMIT YOUR STORY HERE: www.summahealth.org/stories/submit-story
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